
eZ-XPO Launches the World's 1st eZ-GPT for
Hybrid Event Organizers, Exhibitors, and
Digital Marketing Agencies

eZ-GPT - The Ultimate Lead and SEO Booster

eZ-GPT is an AI-powered content creation

tool that helps event organizers and

digital marketers achieve higher SEO

ranking and build smart digital

communities.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA, UNITED STATES,

April 3, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- eZ-

Xpo, the global leader in Virtual

Collaborative Network, launched the

World's 1st Hybrid Event and Work

GPT, eZ-GPT for event organizers,

marketers, digital marketing agencies,

and demand generation professionals for massive daily traffic and leads. 

eZ-GPT, a new AI product powered by Open AI and ChatGPT, empowers organizers and

We are tackling the biggest

challenge faced by events

and businesses - sustainable

traffic and leads”

Matt Fok, CEO and Founder of

eZ-XPO.

exhibitors to create and deploy high-quality content at

scale. With eZ-GPT, users can generate SEO-optimized

content, build new digital AI communities, and create

custom ChatGPTs based on their proprietary content.

“We are tackling the biggest challenge faced by events and

businesses - sustainable traffic and leads," said Matt Fok,

CEO and Founder of eZ-XPO.

"Similar to how ChatGPT has transformed the AI user experience, eZ-GPT is the ultimate

accelerator for hybrid events, lead generation, and SEO. A must-have tool for event organizers

and marketers, eZ-GPT supercharges daily traffic 24/7, increases SEO ranking, and turns every

event into a traffic powerhouse."

Here are the key features of benefits of eZ-GPT:                            

•  High-Quality Content Creation: With eZ-GPT, exhibitors and organizers can generate high-
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eZ-GPT is an AI-powered content creation tool that

helps event organizers and digital marketers achieve

higher SEO ranking and build smart digital

communities.

Unlock the Power of Custom ChatGPTs with eZ-GPT

for Unmatched Customer Engagement

quality content in seconds, ensuring

they can showcase their products and

services in the best possible light.

Powered by state-of-the-art AI

technology, eZ-GPT allows users to

create compelling copy that accurately

reflects their brand and messaging,

making it easier than ever to engage

with their audience.  

                      

•  SEO Optimization: eZ-GPT offers

unparalleled SEO benefits, allowing

users to supercharge their online

rankings and drive more traffic to their

digital assets. Whether it's through

optimized product descriptions,

targeted ad copy, or informative blog

posts, eZ-GPT provides the tools and

resources necessary to ensure that

users achieve maximum visibility

online.                     

•  Community Building: eZ-GPT helps

users create new digital AI

communities for every niche market.

By enabling users to generate content

that speaks directly to their audience's

interests and needs, eZ-GPT facilitates the creation of communities around shared values and

passions, allowing businesses and organizations to tap into new markets and build lasting

relationships with their customers.                                   

•  Custom ChatGPTs: With eZ-GPT, every company or professional can create a custom ChatGPT

based on their proprietary content, including PDFs, videos, and social media. By leveraging the

latest AI technology, eZ-GPT enables users to build and deploy chatbots that can answer

questions, provide support, and deliver personalized content based on the user's specific needs

and interests.

So whether you're an eZ-Xpo organizer, exhibitor, digital marketing agency, or marketer, eZ-GPT

is an indispensable tool to take your digital presence to the next level for your clients and

partners. 

For a limited time, you can get started with our new Private Smart Network (PSN) for just

$10/booth/month with 50 virtual booths/spaces without an additional fee if you sign up before



this Friday, April 7 here - https://ez-xpo.com/membership-account/membership-

checkout/?level=2

About eZ-Xpo

eZ-Xpo is a global leader in AI-Virtual Collaborative Network, offering cutting-edge technology for

hybrid events and work using AI-ChatGPT and Hybrid Event and Work technology. By leveraging

event data, eZ-Xpo's disruptive model turns every hybrid event and work into a traffic engine for

higher SEO ranking, and builds organic daily traffic for maximum network effect.  

eZ-XPO transforms every hybrid event and work into a 24/7 traffic engine and empowers its

partners and customers to build the next generation of "Salesforce App Exchange" for daily

organic traffic and maximum network effect.

With a proven track record of success, eZ-Xpo has deployed results-oriented virtual collaborative

marketing solutions for industry leaders and associations such as Truist Corporate Bank, New

York Life, Boeing,  Boeing, Raytheon, New England Hemophilia Association, Pfizer, CVS Specialty,

Genentech, Bayer, HUD-Envision Centers, U.S. Transportation Security Administration, United

States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), U.S. Secret Service, and Military Sealift Command

(MSC).

For more information on eZ-Xpo, please visit www.eZ-Xpo.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/625732634
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